Conversational Spanish: Intermediate Collection One, Lessons 1-5
Synopsis
Get fluent with Fluent Penguin language learning tools. Designed for self-taught language learners, Fluent Penguin picks up where Pimsleur and Rosetta Stone leave off. By exposing you to a wide variety of translated conversations in everyday situations, Fluent Penguin builds your vocabulary and intuitive recognition of grammar, sentence structure, and idiomatic phrases. Modeled after the proven and effective Pimsleur method of language learning, Fluent Penguin conversational collections employ context-driven recall techniques to help you anchor new vocabulary and phrases to the situations in which you will use them. All lessons are in audio format and use subtle repetition and meaningful associations to maximize retention of new information. Each collection consists of conversations about common topics, ranging from work scenarios to current events, leisure activities and travel. Each statement in a conversation is first narrated in English, then spoken by native voice actors in a variety of Mexican, European, Central, and Southern American Spanish accents. Time is provided after each statement for you to repeat aloud and hone your pronunciation. Conversation lessons range from 30 to 50 minutes in length. The following conversational topics are introduced in Conversational Spanish: Intermediate Collection One: Holidays How was your day? I dreamed last night My favorite singer My dream job
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Customer Reviews
This improved my listening skills quite a bit. I appreciate that it has built-in pauses so I can repeat out loud hands-free while gardening or driving. The kindle version looks like it could be useful to read along, but I do other things while listening.Kerry-Seattle, WA
Most excellent highly recommend

Got this a bit before a trip to Spain. Very impressed by how easily I picked p

Royal pain in the butt trying just to use what I purchased. I thought I would get an mp3 I could use but had to login like 4-5 times download their stupid app. Activate my pc then I have to activate my mp3 player DRM crap pain in the butt. I can not put it on the mp3 I want to use because it doesnâ€™t support DRM crap! LAST Audable I will ever buy JUST Let me use what I purchased without a hassle! DRM!=freedom! addendum: The Content is very nice/professional from what was finally able to hear, If I could get this in another format I would be very excited about it.

Easiest way to learn Spanish fast!
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